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Teaching the Codex
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.@Stewart_Brookes is speaking on Hebrew palaeography 

in a digital age. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@Stewart_Brookes: Huge contrast between when I 

started working on Hebrew MSS and digital tools 

available today for access to images of MSS, can be 

used for comparison, etc #teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex @Stewart_Brookes

.@Stewart_Brookes wins @AnnaBoeles' undying 

admiration for comparison of palaeography and David 

Bowie - we can recognise the different decades of Bowie 

from visual clues.

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@Stewart_Brookes: digital tools can provide shortcuts - 

who has time to look through 15 million images? 

#teachingcodex
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.@Stewart_Brookes: Huge contrast between when I started 

working on Hebrew MSS and digital tools available today 

for access to images of MSS, can be used for comparison, 

etc #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@Stewart_Brookes: Computer isn't doing the work - it 

finds the images, and then we get to work. 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@Stewart_Brookes shows us HOW we work together 

with the computer #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@Stewart_Brookes: Digital Humanities projects are 

usually collaborative and we need to make sure we're 

using the same vocab. One person's shaft is another 

person's ascender. #teachingcodex
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.@Stewart_Brookes shows us HOW we work together with 

the computer #teachingcodex
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.@Stewart_Brookes: This is great for students, even if 

they don't understand Hebrew - they can search for 

features which look similar. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Don't forget to follow #teachingcodex for updates from 

today's colloquium 'Decentring the Codex'!
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@TeachingCodex

Our next speaker is Judith Olszowy-Schlanger, speaking 

on 'Teaching Hebrew Palaeography: aims, methods, 

challenges' #teachingcodex
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Next up at #teachingcodex it’s Judith Olszowy-Schlanger, 

"Teaching Hebrew Palaeography: Aims, Methods, 

Challenges"
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Olszowy-Schlanger gives a shout-out to @archetype_ink, 

saying that it’s a digital platform that suits her 

palaegraphic method. She notes she has two PhD 

students using @archetype_ink. #teachingcodex
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Jessica Rahardjo

@jrhrdj

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger on Hebrew palaeography 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: Palaeography as a way to read 

the unreadable. Our brains have the capacity to learn to 

recognise different shapes for the same letter, despite 

the versions we learned in infancy #teachingcodex
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Our next speaker is Judith Olszowy-Schlanger, speaking on 

'Teaching Hebrew Palaeography: aims, methods, 

challenges' #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: We can transcribe online - 

there are various tools (not just automatic 

transcription!). One is MultiPal - you can train to 

transcribe individual words as a game. #teachingcodex
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Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: Palaeography as a way to read 

the unreadable. Our brains have the capacity to learn to 

recognise different shapes for the same letter, despite the 

versions we learned in infancy #teachingcodex
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You can find MultiPal at multipal.fr/en #teachingcodex
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MultiPal - you can train to transcribe individual words as a 

game. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: I tell my students that if a 

palaeographer gives you a date/place for an MS, it's their 

duty to ask why. If I can't tell you why, I am wrong! 

#teachingcodex
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You can find MultiPal at multipal.fr/en #teachingcodex

Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: when a senior palaeographer 

ascribes a date or region to a manuscript, it is our *duty* 

to ask “why?“. If the palaeographer cannot explain their 

method, don’t trust it. #teachingcodex
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24 people are talking about this

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: We're looking for pertinent 

features. What distinguishes Sephardi aleph from 

Ashkenazi aleph? But we don't have lists of pertinent 

features for periods. It's possible, but we need to do the 

work! #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: each letter-form has a 

neighbour, an environment. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: It's only through dating and 

location of MSS that you can discuss transmission of 

models, ideas. Scripts develop through time (just like 

Bowie) but they don't develop themselves - they're 

created artefacts #teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: We're looking for pertinent 

features. What distinguishes Sephardi aleph from 

Ashkenazi aleph? But we don't have lists of pertinent 

features for periods. It's possible, but we need to do the 

work! #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: MR James said you can't teach 

palaeography. But he's talking about the experience of 

identifying pertinent features unconsciously. But he 

knows it BECAUSE he has identified the pertinent 

features. #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Yes!! Just like Bowie!#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: Palaeographers are like 

Sherlock Holmes - it's not magic! We're looking for 

symptoms and we need to learn to identify and express 

them #teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · Oct 24, 2019

Replying to @TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: MR James said you can't teach 

palaeography. But he's talking about the experience of 

identifying pertinent features unconsciously. But he knows 

it BECAUSE he has identified the pertinent features. 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: Manuscripts answer back - but 

you need to know the questions to ask. It's not just about 

transcription. I teach students HOW to look at the 

manuscript to ASK proper questions. #teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: Palaeographers are like 

Sherlock Holmes - it's not magic! We're looking for 
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them #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: If you don't ask properly, it 

won't help. This is a global method. #teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: Manuscripts answer back - but 

you need to know the questions to ask. It's not just about 

transcription. I teach students HOW to look at the 

manuscript to ASK proper questions. #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: I find it helpful to use body-like 

language when describing letters (head, lobe etc) 

#teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: If you don't ask properly, it won't 

help. This is a global method. #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: I have a questionnaire with 

100 questions. It doesn't give you a clear answer - it's 

not statistical - but it allows you to consider all you need 

to describe a script #teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: I find it helpful to use body-like 

language when describing letters (head, lobe etc) 

#teachingcodex
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Julia Walworth

@JuliaWalworth

Judith Olszowy-Schlanger: you need to ask the right 

questions, and the manuscript will answer back 

#teachingcodex

5 9:32 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Julia Walworth's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

And if you're here, don't forget to use #teachingcodex 

so that we can include your tweets in our Storify at the 

end of the day!
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · Oct 24, 2019

Don't forget to follow #teachingcodex for updates from 

today's colloquium 'Decentring the Codex'!

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@Stewart_Brookes 

 finishes up his #teachingcodex talk with a shoutout to 

#MicrographyMonday. Teeny-tiny Hebrew writing - and 

through other people's tweets, you get to see examples 

you've never seen before, straight to your desktop. 

Check out the hashtag to see more!

2 9:37 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · Oct 24, 2019

Replying to @TeachingCodex @Stewart_Brookes

.@Stewart_Brookes: This is great for students, even if they 

don't understand Hebrew - they can search for features 

which look similar. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

It's entirely true to say that #teachingcodex wouldn't 

happen without @JuliaWalworth! We're proud to be a 

special event in @MertonCollege's History of the Book 

Group programme. twitter.com/JuliaWalworth/…

Julia Walworth @JuliaWalworth

Incipit! Happy to be here for the start of Teaching the Codex 

3!  @MertonCollege   @TeachingCodex  And who better to start 

than  @Stewart_Brookes 

8 9:38 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Next up, it’s Christopher Foster, “Teaching the 

ChineseCodex: Bamboo-strip Manuscripts from Early 

China” #teachingcodex
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See Stewart J. Brookes's other Tweets
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

We'd like to take a moment to thank our sponsors: 

AMARC (Association for Manuscripts and Archives in 

Research Collections), @OxBibSoc, and 

@MertonCollege's Lancelyn Green Foundation Fund, not 

to mention @mertonlib's History of the Book Group. 

#teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Huge range of genres represented in 

medieval Chinese paper manuscripts, often buried with 

people #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

You are too kind. Such a pleasure to be  part of 

#teachingcodex

1 9:47 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Stewart J. Brookes's other Tweets

Julia Walworth @JuliaWalworth · Oct 24, 2019

Incipit! Happy to be here for the start of Teaching the 

Codex 3!  @MertonCollege   @TeachingCodex  And who 

better to start than  @Stewart_Brookes 
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Jessica Rahardjo

@jrhrdj

Christopher Foster #teachingcodex : bamboo and wood 

manuscripts buried with the dead

2 9:48 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Jessica Rahardjo's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Early Chinese writing is vertical. 

Punctuation does appear, but is not necessary. 

#teachingcodex
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Christopher Foster: Huge range of genres represented in 

medieval Chinese paper manuscripts, often buried with 

people #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Through convention, images come to 

represent a particular word for a concrete thing. These 

represent spoken words - they are NOT ideograms 

#teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Early Chinese writing is vertical. 

Punctuation does appear, but is not necessary. 

#teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Graphs for concrete things came to 

represent abstract ideas that sound similar (think eye vs 

I) #teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Through convention, images come to 

represent a particular word for a concrete thing. These 

represent spoken words - they are NOT ideograms 

#teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: This is simplified, but represents 

some of the ideas needed for aspiring palaeographers 

#teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Graphs for concrete things came to 

represent abstract ideas that sound similar (think eye vs I) 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Being a scribe was a hereditary right, 

and there were schools for the sons of scribes 

#teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · Oct 24, 2019

Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: This is simplified, but represents some 

of the ideas needed for aspiring palaeographers 

#teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: We have scribal statutes, with 

examination requirements - so we know what skills were 

needed #teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Being a scribe was a hereditary right, 

and there were schools for the sons of scribes 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster’s slide showing some of those 

requirements #teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: We have scribal statutes, with 

examination requirements - so we know what skills were 

needed #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: First theoretical treatment of Chinese 

writing dates from early C2 (CE) #teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster’s slide showing some of those 

requirements #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

In the question period at #teachingcodex, Judith 

Olszowy-Schlanger compares herself to Penny, 

surrounded by computer nerds who build the tools she 

wishes to use.

10:04 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Stewart J. Brookes's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: We've got evidence of scribal 

students visually copying from primers. Some aren't very 

good - one was described as 'like drawing a tiger from a 

picture of a cat'! #teachingcodex
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Christopher Foster: First theoretical treatment of Chinese 

writing dates from early C2 (CE) #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: In early China, repetitive writing of 

text was a key pedagogical strategy #teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: We've got evidence of scribal students 

visually copying from primers. Some aren't very good - 

one was described as 'like drawing a tiger from a picture of 

a cat'! #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: As a doctoral student, I'd ask how to 

learn Chinese palaeography. I'd be told 'X = X character', 

but what do you do if you can't ask an expert? I was told 

to write out the text repetitively. In hindsight, I see a lot 

of merit. #teachingcodex
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@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Reading and writing MSS are two 

different skills #teachingcodex
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Christopher Foster: As a doctoral student, I'd ask how to 

learn Chinese palaeography. I'd be told 'X = X character', 
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write out the text repetitively. In hindsight, I see a lot of 

merit. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: It might not be cutting edge 

pedagogy, but I still have that motor memory! 

#teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Reading and writing MSS are two 

different skills #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Christopher Foster: Who else is employing replication of 

MSS in their teaching? Asking what it was like to be a 

scribe at that time? #teachingcodex
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Christopher Foster: It might not be cutting edge pedagogy, 

but I still have that motor memory! #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos is our next speaker #teachingcodex
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Daniel Sawyer

@DE_Sawyer

Today's the day of @TeachingCodex III! 

 

Check the hashtag #teachingcodex & get your fill of 

papers on teaching codicology and palaeography!
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos is speaking on a group of MS codices 

from northwest China, the earliest of which can be dated 

to 899 #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: Small codices, c. 10cm wide. There are 

400 like this, out of 50,000 Chinese MSS. A sizeable 

minority, showing the use of the codex form in western 

China #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: There are several dozen Tibetan MSS in 

this corpus, and a Hebrew MS #teachingcodex
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Replying to @TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: Small codices, c. 10cm wide. There are 

400 like this, out of 50,000 Chinese MSS. A sizeable 

minority, showing the use of the codex form in western 

China #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: The codex book form also appears in 

Japan - shows us a C12 anthology of Japanese poems 

#teachingcodex
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And here’s that Japanese Codex #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos shows us an image from a hands-on 

session with these codices with his students at the 

@britishlibrary #teachingcodex
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And here’s that Japanese Codex #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: Students are used to working on text. 

You have to get them interested in MSS, with which 

they're not familiar. But there is so much evidence in 

MSS that isn't in transcribed text or even digital images 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: Many of these MSS aren't digitised, and 

looking at digital images IS a useful second step. 

Digitising these MSS would be useful. #teachingcodex
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Imre Galambos: Students are used to working on text. You 

have to get them interested in MSS, with which they're not 

familiar. But there is so much evidence in MSS that isn't in 

transcribed text or even digital images #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: I take students to the British Library 

several times a year to look at the manuscripts 

#teachingcodex
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Imre Galambos: Many of these MSS aren't digitised, and 

looking at digital images IS a useful second step. Digitising 

these MSS would be useful. #teachingcodex
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@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: You need to teach students what to look 

at, what they need to see #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: They look at it as a relic - like something 

in a museum. Then maybe they start to read the text. 

But we need to teach them to look at, e.g. margins, 

ruling line, book form #teachingcodex
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Imre Galambos: You need to teach students what to look 

at, what they need to see #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Imre Galambos: And students need to look at wider 

context. MSS found together with these MSS. They're 

always looked at as part of Chinese culture, but we are 

external, and should take a wider look, e.g. where does 

this codex form come from? #teachingcodex
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Imre Galambos: They look at it as a relic - like something 

in a museum. Then maybe they start to read the text. But 

we need to teach them to look at, e.g. margins, ruling line, 

book form #teachingcodex
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Imre Galambos: I also organised a graduate conference 

on Chinese MSS #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

And now at #teachingcodex it’s David Zakarian speaking 

abt Armenian manuscripts.
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

David Zakarian notes that the @bodleianlibs has 140 

Armenian manuscripts [I think that was the number he 

mentioned], @TheJohnRylands also a substantial 

colllection & @britishlibrary has some also. 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

We're now hearing from @rbnmyr on Armenian 

palaeography #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

David Zakarian shows us the charming “stick people” 

doodles in @BDLSS, MS. Arm. d. 2, fol. 3r (a lectionary, 

dated 1201–1300: 

digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/Discov…)#teachingcode

x
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@rbnmyr shows us progressively more difficult writing 

styles to read. Makes you feel a little guilty about 

complaining about Textura minims... #teachingcodex

5 11:28 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · 23h

We're now hearing from @rbnmyr on Armenian 

palaeography #teachingcodex

Julia Walworth

@JuliaWalworth

Onwards and downwards... more recent 

script/handwriting in Armenian script is harder to 

decipher #teachingcodex twitter.com/TeachingCodex/…

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex

Replying to @TeachingCodex

.@rbnmyr shows us progressively more difficult writing styles 

to read. Makes you feel a little guilty about complaining 

about Textura minims... #teachingcodex
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See Julia Walworth's other Tweets
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Jessica Rahardjo

@jrhrdj

"Man script" in Armenian ms. Contortionists replicating 

letter shapes. 

Robin Meyer #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@rbnmyr also shows us amazing scripts made up of 

birds (sorry no photo) and people #teachingcodex

3 11:31 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex
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Julia Walworth

@JuliaWalworth

“Man script” may become one of my favourite scripts 

#teachingcodex twitter.com/jrhrdj/status/…

Jessica Rahardjo @jrhrdj

"Man script" in Armenian ms. Contortionists replicating letter 

shapes. 

Robin Meyer #teachingcodex
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The River-side

@theriversideUCC

We'll follow #teachingcodex this afternoon for the Irish 

session! @DIAS_Dublin @ParkerLibCCCC 

@uccsmghaeilge twitter.com/TeachingCodex/…

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex

Registration is now CLOSED. If you’ve registered, we look 

forward to seeing you! If not, follow #teachingcodex for 

updates next Thursday 24 October.
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

David Zakarian shows us “bird script” from @BDLSS, MS. 

Arm. e. 34, f. 4r (date: 1701–1800: 

digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/Discov…) 

#teachingcodex
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See Stewart J. Brookes's other Tweets
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

@rbnmyr: Useful digital tools are CALFA (calfa.fr - and 

the logo shows you the fabulous bird script) and in-

development MACaP (Manual of Armenian Codicology 

and Palaeography: 

armenianpalaeography.bodleian.ox.ac.uk) 

#teachingcodex

2 11:36 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · 22h

Replying to @TeachingCodex

.@rbnmyr also shows us amazing scripts made up of birds 

(sorry no photo) and people #teachingcodex

Plate-forme numérique d'arménien c…

Dictionnaire d'arménien-français

calfa.fr

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Now @The_Archpoet will tell us more about teaching 

Armenian palaeography, with a focus on colophons - 'the 

most important part' #teachingcodex

2 11:38 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

@The_Archpoet We've got about 30,000 Armenian MSS 

produced since c. 405CE. They're mostly Gospels. But 

we've also got around 60 C5-C10 colophons (when it 

becomes a separate genre of writing) #teachingcodex

1 11:39 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · 22h

Now @The_Archpoet will tell us more about teaching 

Armenian palaeography, with a focus on colophons - 'the 

most important part' #teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

@The_Archpoet When we're teaching, we should start 

with definitions. But this western definition isn't that 

useful for Armenian. #teachingcodex

2 11:41 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · 22h

Replying to @TeachingCodex @The_Archpoet

@The_Archpoet We've got about 30,000 Armenian MSS 

produced since c. 405CE. They're mostly Gospels. But 

we've also got around 60 C5-C10 colophons (when it 

becomes a separate genre of writing) #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Now David Zakarian shows us the contortions of the 

“man script” manuscript, @BDLSS, MS. Arm. d. 25, f. 17r 

(date: 1597: digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/Discov…) 

#teachingcodex
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See Stewart J. Brookes's other Tweets
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

@The_Archpoet In fact, the Armenian colophon literally 

means ‘a place of memory’. We should include 

commemorative notes, which can appear anywhere in a 

MS #teachingcodex

3 11:42 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · 22h

Replying to @TeachingCodex @The_Archpoet

@The_Archpoet When we're teaching, we should start with 

definitions. But this western definition isn't that useful for 

Armenian. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

@The_Archpoet Colophons can be extensive - taking up 

folia #teachingcodex

2 11:47 AM - Oct 24, 2019

See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · 22h

Replying to @TeachingCodex

@The_Archpoet In fact, the Armenian colophon literally 

means ‘a place of memory’. We should include 

commemorative notes, which can appear anywhere in a 

MS #teachingcodex
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Robin Meyer

@rbnmyr

A delightful morning at @MertonCollege  and 

@TeachingCodex. 

Right now, @The_Archpoet is talking about Armenian 

colophons, their place in manuscripts and in history. 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

@The_Archpoet shows us the general structure of a 

colophon. The remembrance can be extensive - once we 

find thanks to a kind man who brought fruit to the 

monastery. And we can have details about the scribe’s 

family members. You can see why they might be long! 

#teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex @The_Archpoet

@The_Archpoet Colophons can be extensive - taking up 

folia #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@The_Archpoet shows us an impressively thorough list 

of people to remember #teachingcodex

1 11:58 AM - Oct 24, 2019

Teaching the Codex @TeachingCodex · 22h

Replying to @TeachingCodex

@The_Archpoet shows us the general structure of a 

colophon. The remembrance can be extensive - once we 

find thanks to a kind man who brought fruit to the 

monastery. And we can have details about the scribe’s 

family members. You can see why they might be long! 

#teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@The_Archpoet You find the same formulaic 

expressions in epigraphy, so Armenian colophons in MSS 

can productively be taught alongside epigraphy. 

#teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

.@The_Archpoet: I also like to get students to write their 

own colophons. Here is part of mine! #teachingcodex
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See Teaching the Codex's other Tweets
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Replying to @TeachingCodex @The_Archpoet

.@The_Archpoet You find the same formulaic expressions 

in epigraphy, so Armenian colophons in MSS can 

productively be taught alongside epigraphy. 

#teachingcodex

Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Our afternoon session begins with the Arabic panel. 

We're first hearing from @YasminYf227 #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

@YasminYf227 Nearly impossible to give a brief 

summary of Arabic codicology, as Arabic is so 

widespread. Tradition of Arabic as written culture is 

associated with advent of Islam, although there are 

earlier examples. #teachingcodex
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@YasminYf227 Huge numbers of MSS were written in the 

Arabic-speaking world, because paper was produced 

long before it was in the west - and it's far cheaper than 

parchment #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Just for fun, @YasminYf227 includes a pic of this 

MASSIVE artefact. She argues that it’s not technically a 

codex because it’s made up of single sheets sewn 

together without any quire gatherings. #teachingcodex
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@YasminYf227 Cambridge has an annual week-long 

course on Arabic codicology, led by François Deroche, 

and we start by looking at the book as an object. The 

text is only found in a portion of the corpus 

#teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex
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.@YasminYf227 We use TEI (Text Encoding Initiative: tei-

c.org) #teachingcodex
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@TeachingCodex
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need to separate by discipline anymore. We work best by 

having a generic schema which applies to all disciplines. 

Thus we can share our data. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex
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.@YasminYf227 This is what we want to capture 

#teachingcodex
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.@YasminYf227 We get machine-readable research 

methodologies which can be applied to a large amount 

of data - and there are a million or more Arabic MSS 
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

.@YasminYf227 asks the audience: “Is there anyone here 

who *hasn’t* heard of TEI?”. #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

Thank you @YasminYf227 for drawing together various 

different papers in your comments, and showing how 

fruitful an interdisciplinary approach to codicology is 

#teachingcodex
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Dorrit van Dalen, "Teaching Manuscripts from the Muslim 

World” #teachingcodex
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@TeachingCodex

Our next speaker is Dorrit van Dalen, talking about 

teaching manuscripts from the Muslim world 

#teachingcodex
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DvD: Teaching Arabic MSS is done at Leiden through a 

summer school and through a digital textbook 

#teachingcodex
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DvD: There are core classes on philology and 

transmission traditions, guest lectures, and a lot of 

practice #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

She was referring to my palaeographic method which is 

entirely based around different phases of Bowie. 

#teachingcodex
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Jessica Rahardjo

@jrhrdj

Dorrit van Dalen (@UniLeiden) on paratext in Islamic 

mss. #teachingcodex
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DvD: Quran texts are often written large - maybe even 

only one line a page - the rest of the space is for 

teaching #teachingcodex
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DVD: Different kinds of annotation: grammatical, 

translation, exegesis, and more #teachingcodex
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

DvD began by talking about WHY to teach palaeography 

using this slide. On the left, Dutch translations of an 

Arabic term. The Dutch scribe and his interlocutor had 

only Arabic as a common language, so the meaning 

MUST have been transmitted through mime. 

#teachingcodex 1/2
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

‘When I realised, I had goosebumps.’ It’s in order to 

transmit this link with the past and to share those 

goosebumps, that DvD teaches codicology 

#teachingcodex 2/2
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transmitted through mime. #teachingcodex 1/2
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Teaching the Codex

@TeachingCodex

AMO'B: ISOS also helps with preservation - it's the first 

point of primary access for MSS. Fragile collections only 

handled when necessary eg binding questions 

#teachingcodex
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AMO'B: 416 MSS on ISOS, 24 institutional partnerships, 

1000 registered users (free access) #teachingcodex
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Stewart J. Brookes

@Stewart_Brookes

Next up it’s Anne Marie O’Brien (@aobphoto) speaking 

abt the very excellent Irish Script on Screen resource 

(@DIAS_ISOS), which has now been running for 20 years 

(isos.dias.ie) #teachingcodex
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AMO’B: Contrast previously available facsimile image on 

left and low res image available to everyone on right. 

Registered users get high res #teachingcodex
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AMO'B: Bagpipe-playing pig from Irish MS was used on a 

stamp by An Post last year! #teachingcodex
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AMO'B: Over 20 years, technology has moved on - when 

we started, we were still using floppy disks! Tapes we 

used later were meant to last 30 years, but within 3 

years, 20% of data was unreadable. Luckily we'd made 

two copies... #teachingcodex
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Andrea Palandri takes over now #teachingcodex
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Erik Kwakkel

@erik_kwakkel

Check out the very interesting tweets gathered in 

#teachingcodex: instructors of paleography explain how 

they teach - now at Merton College, Oxford.
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Andrea Palandri ISOS is a crucial tool for researchers - it 

was pivotal to a research discovery I made last week! 
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@TeachingCodex
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Andrea Palandri: For students, the most useful tool is the 

MS itself. The best way to teach the codex is thus to 

make it freely available. A centralised public service 

website allows this #teachingcodex
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Andrea Palandri: For students, the most useful tool is the 

MS itself. The best way to teach the codex is thus to make it 

freely available. A centralised public service website allows 
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Andrea Palandri: Practising calligraphy is a great way to 

teach and learn the codex - it helped me as a student 

#teachingcodex
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And the second speaker on our Latin script panel is 

@anmcl001 of the Parker Library in Cambridge 
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@anmcl001 I agree with Andrea! MSS should be freely 

available online, and through IIIF #teachingcodex
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@TeachingCodex

@anmcl001 is able to compare CUL MS Kk.5.16 and 

CCCC MS 41 (Bede in Latin and OE) easily because they 

both use IIIF #teachingcodex
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@DIAS_ISOS  #teachingcodex
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And finally for this session, it’s @anmcl001, "Many Books 

and Certain Books: Irish Manuscripts” #teachingcodex
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@anmcl001 We've got a MS from Tours written by a 

scribe who's clearly seen insular books. Irish books have 

made it to Tours. #teachingcodex
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@anmcl001 The Tours MS is CCCC MS 279 
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@TeachingCodex

@anmcl001 We're here to decentre the codex - so let's 

consider what we mean when we label books as Chinese, 

or Irish #teachingcodex
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And that's all of our panels! We've still got closing 

remarks from Phil Booth, though, so keep following 

#teachingcodex!
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studies. And there are different digital tools available. 
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We've mentioned all of our speakers by name. Thanks 

also to our panel chairs: Rahel Fronda, @DMeyerOx, Alex 

MacFarlane, Julia Bray, and @DE_Sawyer. 
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If you've enjoyed following the #teachingcodex hashtag 

today, and want to share your own thoughts, why not 

contribute to our blog (teachingthecodex.com/blog/) or 

our occasional Teachable Features series 

(teachingthecodex.com/teachable-feat…)? Contributions 

welcome from everyone, from UG to prof!
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And from my (@maryrboyle, tweeting) perspective, a huge 

thanks to my co-organisers, @TEFranklinos, @a123sp, and 

@jrhrdj!

Teachable Features

Teachable Features is an illustrated series

exploring manuscripts with interesting or

unusual features as a pedagogical

teachingthecodex.com

Robin Meyer

@rbnmyr

What a splendid day @TeachingCodex ! Very informative, 

tremendous speakers, and splendidly organised! 

Many thanks to @maryrboyle, @TEFranklinos, @a123sp, 

@jrhrdj and @MertonCollege for 

everything!#teachingcodex
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Tuija Ainonen

@AinonenT

And thanks for fabulous tweeting all day! 

 

Following #teachingcodex was almost like being there. 

I'm in awe of people who can both compose meaningful 

tweets & listen to the talks.  

twitter.com/TeachingCodex/…
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We've mentioned all of our speakers by name. Thanks also to 

our panel chairs: Rahel Fronda, @DMeyerOx, Alex 

MacFarlane, Julia Bray, and @DE_Sawyer. #teachingcodex
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And that's a wrap from #teachingcodex. The 

medievalists are off to enjoy some wine.
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And if you're here, don't forget to use #teachingcodex so 

that we can include your tweets in our Storify at the end of 

the day!
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